
HiCAMS Version 8.2.1 implements fixes to several production issues discovered since the HiCAMS/Vendor
8.2 rollout, most notably correcting problems involving entering Test Results data.

In addition to fixing application issues, a remedy for the installation problems some users experienced that
prevented upgrade without Administrator rights has been implemented.

Rewrote the Install process so that needed system dlls are no longer copied to the Windows System32
folder. Access to this folder required Administrator privileges and Users without Admin rights were unable to
perform the upgrade. (OC30.dll error) (SQA 20288)

Removed the System Tray user information recently added. In order to keep it current, database was being
accessed so frequently that blocking was occuring, and windows were losing focus during data entry. This
was also removed from the DOH Vendor windows. (SQA 20627)

Corrected an error that occurred when the user attempted to Verify the WBS details for a WBS that had
been previously used. (SQA 20618)

PRECAST CONCRETE: Implemented a code fix so that FIRs with multiple Results and Alternate IDs can be
saved. (SQA 20354)

Changed the window functioning to prohibit the entry of a Quantity other than 0 or 1 when the Alternate ID
type selected is Piece or Tag, regardless of the order in which the Type and Quantity are entered. (SQA
20605)

Restored the ability to Save Test Results for Samples with Parts. (SQA 20620)

Removed the System Tray user information recently added. In order to keep it current, database was being
accessed so frequently that blocking was occuring, and windows were losing focus during data entry. (SQA
20627)

Corrected the functioning of the "Reset the Display Options?" error message to perform the reset.
Previously, Non-Crtical and Minor materials were unable to be accessed by double-clicking on the row on
the Contract Mateiral Quantities tab because this reset did not actually happen. (SQA 20626)



Reformatted the report so blank pages no longer print on some printers. (SQA 20623)

Restored the ability to Save Test Results for Samples with Parts. (SQA 20620)

QAQC TYPES OF FAILURE: Table removed in this release. (SQA 20612)
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